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ABSTRACT

We propose in this paper a method for tracking groups of people in
a metro scene to recognise abnormal behaviours such as violence
or vandalism. After presenting the overall system, we describe the
tracking algorithm for groups of people. Finally we present results
illustrating the algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present a method for tracking groups of people
in a metro scene to recognise abnormal behaviours such as vio-
lence or vandalism [1]. Given a video sequence, our proposed al-
gorithm is able to track real groups of people present in the scene.
This algorithm is composed of three steps. First, from the cur-
rent image of metro scene, a motion detector detects mobile ob-
jects in the scene, stores each of them in a moving region struc-
ture which is classified into different types, such as PERSON, GROUP

or NOISE. Second, a tracking module detects and follows the real
groups present in the scene by computing the trajectories of mov-
ing regions that can correspond to persons inside a real group.
Third an interpretation module recognises the behaviour of the
tracked groups. In this article, we focus on the second step, track-
ing groups of people. Contrary to traditional trackers [2, 3, 4, 5]
that track each person individually, our algorithm tracks globally
all the persons belonging to the same group and tracks these per-
sons with a time delay to keep coherent the structure of the group
during the entire sequence. We illustrate this algorithm with video
sequences taken for the European project ADVISOR (http://www-
sop.inria.fr/orion/ADVISOR/default.html).

2. MOTION DETECTOR

The goal of this step is to detect mobile objects in the scene and
classify them into moving regions with a label corresponding to
their type, such as PERSON. This task can be divided into three sub-
tasks: detection of moving regions, extraction of features, classifi-
cation of moving regions.

First for detection of moving regions, we compute a differ-
ence image between a current image and a reference image [6].
Because the camera is fixed, the reference image is a still image
representing the scene without mobile objects (also called back-
ground image). Second a thresholding of this difference image is
realized, then a filtering and connected component analysis create
all the moving regions (represented by their bounding boxes) that
correspond to the mobile objects. The reference image is updated
during the process to take into account illumination changes.

The extraction of features step consists in the computation
for each moving regions of 8 parameters: centre of gravity, posi-
tion, height and width all four defined both in 2D (in the image)
and in 3D (in the scene).

The classification of moving regions step consists in labelling
the moving regions into 8 semantic classes of objects: 4 classes
for people (PERSON, OCCLUDED PERSON, GROUP, and CROWD) and 4
classes for other objects (METRO TRAIN, SCENE OBJECT, NOISE and
UNKNOWN). An occluded person is for example a person partially
occluded behind a pillar. A scene object is for instance a seat or a
trash. The moving regions can be merged to improve the matching
with a class. For instance, two moving regions corresponding to
the head and the body of a person can be merged to form a new
moving region belonging to the class PERSON.

3. GROUP TRACKING

3.1. Tracking Approach

A real group of people is defined as a set of persons who are close
to each other. We detect real groups of people thanks to a structure
that we call a group. This group structure is a set of moving regions
characterised by four particularities:

- Size coherence: each moving region of a group has the di-
mensions of a person or bigger if several persons partially
overlapp each other.

- Spatial coherence: all moving regions inside a group are
close to each other.

- Temporal coherence: the speed of the moving regions inside
a group cannot exceed the speed of a person.

- Structure coherence: The number and the size of moving
regions inside a group should be stable. If a person goes
away from the real group and come back several times, we
would like that the moving region corresponding to this per-
son stay inside the group structure in order to compute a
stable behaviour analysis of the real group.

There are three main problems in tracking groups:

- Appearance/disappearance of real groups: a real group could
appear and disappear anywhere in the observed scene.

- Dynamic of real groups: some persons or other groups could
come and merge into an already existing group then leave
it.

- Motion detector failure: persons are not always well de-
tected by a moving region (head and body could be detected



in two different moving regions) and well labelled (a person
could be labelled as NOISE). A class GROUP for moving re-
gions exists but characterises a real group only if persons
partially overlapp each other. For example, two persons
walking together will be characterised by two moving re-
gions labelled PERSON and not GROUP.

To handle these problems, the tracking algorithm is divided in
three tasks. The first task consists in tracking moving regions from
frame to frame and in obtaining a graph (shown on figure 1) repre-
senting all possible trajectories of all moving regions. In this graph,
each connected part (sub-graph) can correspond to a group of per-
sons crossing each other. The second task consists in computing
inside the sub-graph all possible paths (trajectories of a moving re-
gion) than can correspond to a person inside the real group. In the
third step, we compute the group structure that gathers all these
paths.

3.2. Frame to Frame Tracker

The goal of the frame to frame tracker is to link from frame to
frame all moving regions computed by the motion detector. The
output of the frame to frame tracker is a graph ��t� � �X�U�,
where X is a set of nodes containing the detected moving regions
and U is a set of links between two moving regions at successive
times. This graph provides all the possible trajectories that a mov-
ing region may have. The link between a new moving regionMnew

and an old one Mold is computed depending of three criteria: their
2D (in the image) and 3D (in the real world) distance and the simil-
itude between their bounding boxe size. If the criteria are met, we
note: link�Mold�Mnew� � � else link�Mold�Mnew� � �. As
there could be many errors of detection, we use non-strict criteria
to allow a large number of links. Moreover, an old moving region
could be linked to several new ones (split case) or several old mov-
ing regions could be linked to the same new one (merge case). We
define the set of old moving regions O and new ones N as follow-
ing:

O � fMi�tc � q� j � � i � nb_old� � � q � �g

O contains old moving regions, all those detected at tc�� and
also those that did not get linked (disappear, miss detection) at the
previous q frames.

N � fMj�tc� j � � j � nb_newg

N contains new moving regions detected in current frame processed
at time tc.

We define a function F (respectively G) to compute the links
between O and N (respectively between N and O).

F � O �� P�N �

F �Mi�tc � q�� � fMj�tc����j�nb_new j link�Mi�tc � q��Mj�tc�� � �g

P�N � is defined as the set containing all the possible sub-sets
of N

G � N �� P�O�

G�Mj�tc�� � fMi�tc � q�� ��i�nb_old
��q��

j link�Mi�tc � q��Mj�tc�� � �g

P�O� is defined as the set containing all the possible sub-sets
of O

3.3. Computing Paths

The purpose of this task is to select trajectories of moving regions
(called paths) that can correspond to real persons inside a group
during a temporal window. A path P tc

k represents a temporal link
in the graph ��t� between moving regions during a temporal inter-
val 	tc� T � tc
, where tc is the time of the last (current) processed
image and T is the size of the temporal window used to analyse
groups. P

tc
k is composed of a temporal sequence of moving re-

gions Mk�t�� t � 	tc � T � tc
.
A size coefficient Size�P tc

k � qualifies a path P tc
k :

Size�P tc
k � �

P
t��tc�T �tc�

Size�D�Mk�t��

T

With Size�D � Height�D�W idth�D of the bounding box
of the moving region.

This coefficient characterises a path: if its size coefficient is
bigger than the size of a person, then the path is likely to corre-
spond to a real person inside a group. So this coefficient allows
us to rank paths. This allows to distinguish the paths containing
big moving regions (labelled as GROUP, PERSON) from the paths
containing smaller ones (labelled as NOISE) and so less interesting.

3.3.1. Creation of Paths

The most common case to create a path is when a moving region
has been classified as a GROUP by the motion detector. In this
case, this moving region is likely to represent several persons in-
side a real group. In order not to miss any person inside a real
group, we also decide to create a path each time a trajectory (in
the graph ��t�) is crossing an other one. The common moving re-
gion of both trajectories can represent several persons inside a real
group if the moving region is at least as big as a person.

More precisely, for each new processed image (at time tc),
paths are created if one of these three predicates is true:

- Moving region labelled as a GROUP:
if a new moving region is classified as a GROUP a new path
is created. More precisely:
�Mj�tc�� Class�Mj�tc�� � GROUP�

� � P tc��
old jMj�tc� � P

tc��
old �

� � path P tc
new is created:P tc

new � �Mj�tc��

- Splitted moving region:
if an old moving region is linked to E new ones,
E new paths are created. More precisely:
�Mi�tc � q� j Size�D�Mi�tc � q�� � Size_person�
E � card F �Mi�tc � q�� � ��
� � P tc��

old jMi�tc � q� � P
tc��
old

� E paths P tc
newl

���l�E are created:
� l���l�E � P tc

newl
� �Mi�tc � q��Mj�tc���

Mj�tc� � F �Mi�tc � q��

- Merged moving region:
if a new moving region is linked to several old ones, a new
path is created. More precisely:
�Mj�tc� j Size�D�Mj�tc�� � Size_person�
H� card G�Mj�tc�� � ��
� � P tc��

old jMj�tc� � P
tc��
old

� � path P tc
new is created:P tc

new � �Mj�tc��



3.3.2. Update of Paths

For each new image processed at time tc, each old path P
tc��
k

is updated in P
tc
k . If Mlast is the last moving region added in

P
tc��
k and is linked to the moving region Mnew detected in the

new frame, P tc��
k is duplicated in P tc

k and extended with Mnew .
If Mlast is not linked to any new moving region, the path Ptc��

k

is only duplicated. As a result, the size coefficient of a such path
decreases.

A special case appears when several old paths that have the
same moving region Mlast could be extended with several new
ones (Mlast is linked to several Mnewj

� j��). To limit the number
of possible extensions that could increase significantly because of
the large number of links given by the frame to frame tracker, we
only keep extensions of the most interesting paths (path with the
biggest size coefficient). The better old path is extended with all
the new moving regions Mnewj

� j�� whereas the other old ones
are only extended with the new moving region that has the biggest
Size�D .

3.3.3. Removing Paths

A path Pi is removed if one of these two cases is verified:

- Pi is totally overlapping another path Pj and the size of Pj
is bigger than the size of Pi.

- Pi does not belong anymore to a group (see below)

3.4. Group Structure

The group structure is a set of paths belonging to a connected sub-
graph of ��t� that corresponds to a real group of people. The prob-
lem is that the number of paths (trajectories that can correspond to
persons inside groups) can be important and that some paths can
correspond to detection errors. So the goal of the groups com-
puting step is to select the paths of the connected sub-graph that
best match with the trajectories of real persons. A group Gm is
represented by its N paths Pm�k� ��k�N .

If tc is the time of the last (current) processed image, groups
are computed at time tc � T with a delay T . This delay is used to
obtain a stable group structure. The delay T constitutes a tempo-
ral window 	tc � T � tc
. In this window, we first compute all pos-
sible future trajectories of moving regions detected at time tc� T .
This analysis allows us to select at time tc � T the moving re-
gions that best match a real group that would be observed from
time tc � T to tc.

We characterise a group Gm by a quality coefficient QGm :

QGm�t� � �QGm�t� �� � ��� ��Q�Gm
�t� t � �

QGm��� � Q
�
Gm

���

Q
�
Gm

�t� �

NpathsX

k��

Prox�Pm�best�Pm�k��Size�P
t�T
k �

Q�Gm
�t� characterises the new set of paths selected at time t

and is called instantaneous quality coefficient.
� is an update coefficient � 	�� �
 to balance the previous qual-

ity coefficient against the instantaneous quality coefficient. � al-
lows to obtain a stable quality coefficient over time.

Pm�best is the path with the biggest size coefficient.
Npaths is the number of paths selected in the group,
We use the best path Pm�best trajectory to give the notion of

direction to the group Gm. Usually a group is formed by a dense
part and a less compact part around. A dense part can be for ex-
ample several persons overlapping each other and detected as only
one moving region bigger than the other moving regions around.
As we work in a temporal window, we approximate the direction
of the group Gm by the direction of its biggest path Pm�best.

Prox�Pm�best�Pm�k� computes the proximity between Pm�best

and Pm�k and is defined as following:

Prox�Pm�best�Pm�k� � e
�dist�Pm�best�Pm�k	

This proximity is equal to 1 when both paths are connected
(own a common moving regions) and decreases exponentially to
zero when the distance dist�Pm�best�Pm�k� increases.

The distance dist�Pm�best�Pm�k� is defined as the minimum
�D distance between their respective moving regions detected at
the same time:

dist�Pm�best�Pm�k� � min
t��tc�T �tc�

��D_distance�MPk�t��MPbest�t���

This proximity allows us to compute Q�Gm
�t� by giving more

weight to the paths which are close to the best path. By this way,
QGm �t� characterises the density of the group over the time.

3.4.1. Creation of Groups

As we mentioned above, we wait a delay T between creating a
group at time tc � T and detecting the corresponding moving re-
gions at time tc. The creation of a group Gm consists in selecting
the paths (that do not yet belong to a group) with the biggest size
coefficient among a tree of the graph ��t�. In this tree, the root
is a moving region detected at time tc � T and corresponds to the
appearence of the group in the scene. To limit memory space and
processing time, we just keep the Nmax paths with biggest size
coefficient. To avoid the creation of groups that do not correspond
to real groups of people in the scene, we check before the creation
of the group if the quality coefficient is higher than a threshold.
This threshold corresponds to the smallest size that a real group
could have.

3.4.2. Update of Groups

During the update step of a group Gm at time tc�T , the main task
consists in adding, extending or removing the paths composing
the group. The goal is to obtain the most dense (with the biggest
Q�Gm

�t�) set of paths contained in the same connected sub-graph
(connected before the time tc � T ) of the graph ��t�. We propose
to approximate this goal by first removing all the paths Pm�i too far
from the best path Pm�best (dist�Pm�best�Pm�i� � threshold)
and second to select the remaining paths with the best size coeffi-
cients (e.g. on figure 1, path 1 belongs to G� at time tc � T � �
but is not selected in G� at time tc�T ). Finally, the new best path
Pm�best is reselected and the quality coefficient recomputed.

There is a special case when several groups merge. Two groups
Gr and Gs merge together at time tc � T if:
� path P tc

r�i�� Gr�

� path P tc
s�j � Gs jMPr�i�tc � T � � MPs�j �tc � T �



In this case, we first collect the paths from all the merged
groups and select the best path with the biggest size coefficient
(among the different best paths). And then we continue to update
the merged groups as in the general case.

Fig. 1. The 3 paths: path�, path�, path� are updated at time tc
whereas group G� is updated with a delay T

.

3.4.3. Removing groups

A group is removed if the quality coefficient (corresponding to the
group density) is lower than a threshold (the same one used in the
creation step). For instance, when persons inside a group split far
away from each other, the quality coefficient of the group becomes
too small. When a group is removed, all its paths are also removed.

4. RESULTS

This tracking module has been tested on several metro sequences.
The longest sequence lasts 5 minutes (more than 6500 frames). In
this section we are showing different image samples of the processed
videos. In these images, a red box corresponds to a moving region
classified as a PERSON, a green box corresponds to a moving region
classified as a GROUP and a blue box corresponds to moving regions
tracked globally as a group. The three images on figure 2 focus on
the creation of a group in two situations : the first occurs when a
moving region is labelled as a GROUP (left images) and the second
situation occurs when an old moving region splits into two new
moving regions (both right images). The three images on figure 3
illustrate the use of the temporal window to help the tracker to keep
coherent the structure of a group during the tracking: a person first
goes away from another one then comes back close to the second
person. The next two images of figure 4 demonstrate that the al-
gorithm is able to track a group during a long period of time. In
this sequence, the group is tracked during more than 800 frames.
Then, figure 5 shows an example of a group being removed when
the persons inside the group split far away from each other. Cur-
rently, the main limitation of the system is an imperfect estimation
of real group size due to errors in the motion detector. The system
over estimates a group of persons when there are shadows or re-
flections strongly contrasted. The system under estimates a group
of persons when the persons are occluded, overlapping each others
or in case of miss detection (person has the same colour than the
background). However in most cases, these imperfect estimations
do not induce errors in the tracker thanks to the temporal delay:
by default the tracker creates paths than can correspond to person

trajectories in a group over a temporal window and only create the
group (containing a selection of these paths) with a quality coeffi-
cient good enough.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed in this paper an algorithm to track real groups of peo-
ple in a metro scene. The originality of the apporach consists in
tracking globally all the persons belonging to the same group and
in using a delay to keep coherent the structure of this group. The
algorithm allows to track efficiently groups of people in several
video sequences, compensating detection errors. In metro scene,
the persons inside a group cannot be tracked individually because
they cannot be segmented when they cross each other. However
our algorithm can track correctly groups of people from beginning
to end. This is essential for the interpretation module to be able to
recognise the behaviours of groups. Currently, we are planning to
extend the model of group by computing relevant informations in
order to keep track of groups of people in special cases. For exam-
ple, if two persons in a group overlap each other for a long period
of time, the dimension of the group becomes lower than the size
that a real group should have and this group will not be tracked
anymore. In this case, the knowledge of the number of persons
inside the group could help the system to not lose this group. Fu-
ture developments include computation of group trajectory, speed
and events inside the group (for example: two persons fighting) in
order to recognise abnormal behaviours such as violence or van-
dalism in a metro scene
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(a) (b1) (b2)

Fig. 2. Creation of a group: one moving region is detected and labelled as a GROUP in the top right on the left image (a), thus after checking
the T following frames, a group is created. On the image (b1), two persons in close contact are detected as one moving region (miss labelled
as a PERSON), then on the image (b2), these two persons are detected as two moving regions. Because the old moving region is splitting into
two new ones and after checking the T following frames, a group is created even if no moving region is classified as a GROUP.

(a1) (a2) (a3)

Fig. 3. The three images show two persons inside a group (a1) where a first person goes away from the other person (a2) then comes
back close to the second (a3). Even when they are far away from each other, the group containing both persons is not removed (a2). This
illustrates the use of the temporal window to keep coherent the structure of the group.

(a1) A group is tracked at frame 661 (a2) The group continues to be tracked at frame 1303

Fig. 4. The algorithm of group tracking is able to track real groups of persons during a long period of time. In this case the group is tracked
during more than 800 frames (32s).

(a1) Several moving regions compose a group (a2) These moving regions are not in a group anymore

Fig. 5. On the image (a1), several moving regions (close to each others) are composing a group. Then on the image (a2), as the persons
split far away from each others, the density of the group becomes too low and the group is removed.


